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ABSTRACT

An enhanced multiobjective formulation technique, capable of emphasizing specific objective
functions during the optimization process, has been demonstrated on a complex multidisciplinary

design application. The Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (K-S) function approach, which has been used
successfully in a variety of multiobjective optimization problems, has been modified using weight
factors which enables the designer to emphasize specific design objectives during the optimization

process. The technique has been implemented in two distinctively different problems. The first is a
classical three bar truss problem and the second is a high-speed aircraft (a doubly swept wing-body

configuration) application in which the multiobjective optimization procedure simultaneously
minimizes the sonic boom and the drag-to-lift ratio (CD/CL) of the aircraft while maintaining the lift

coefficient within prescribed limits. The results are compared with those of an equally weighted K-S

multiobjective optimization. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of the enhanced multiobjective

optimization procedure.

Introduction

Design of modem day aircraft is a multidisciplinary process involving the integration of several

disciplines such as aerodynamics, structures, dynamics, and propulsion. In such a complex process,

optimization techniques are valuable tools that enable the designer to choose a design point for the

given aircraft configuration. These optimization techniques should be able to take into account the

different disciplines associated with the aircraft design simultaneously. This can be a difficult task

because desired performance criteria in the different disciplines involved in the design process often

lead to conflicting requirements on vehicle configurations. One such optimization technique is the

Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (K-S) function approach [1] which has been well known in the

mathematical programming community for a long time. Detailed discussion on the origin of this

approach as well as the complex mathematical analysis leading up to the version of the technique used

in the present work is beyond the scope of this paper since the current emphasis has been on the

computational implementation of the technique for practical aerospace design applications. The K-S

technique is a multiobjective optimization technique that combines all the objective functions and the

constraints to form a single unconstrained composite function to be minimized. An appropriate

unconstrained solver is then used to locate the minimum of the composite function. Any application

where there are more than one design criteria to optimize is a candidate for this metl_od. The K-S

technique has already been shown to be effective in various complex multiobjective applications such

as Tilt-Rotor design, High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) design, HSCT wing design, sonic boom

minimization in HSCT, etc. [2-4].

An inherent characteristic of the K-S method is that all the objective functions or design criteria

are equally weighted, which helps to eliminate problems associated with incorrect user input in setting

up the optimization problems. However, in a multidisciplinary application, it would be advantageous

to have a method where a designer could emphasize specific design criteria relative to the others. In



thepresentwork, atechniquehasbeenformulatedto allowa designerto havethis capabilitywhile

usingthe K-S method. Theapproachhasbeento modify the K-S functions using weight factors

(unlike the usual way of equalweights on all the objectivefunctions), thus enabling increased

emphasison specific objectivesduring the optimizationprocess. The modified K-S function

techniqueisreferredto asEnhancedK-Stechniquein thispaper.It mustbereiteratedherethat theK-
S function formulationhas beenchosendue to its ability to addressmultiple design objectives

simultaneouslyin thedesignoptimizationprocessandtheprimaryaimof thepresentworkhasbeento

enhancethe techniqueand demonstrateit. The primary focus thus is the computational

implementationanddemonstrationof theenhancedtechniquefor practicaldesignapplications.

In thepresentwork, theenhancedK-S multiobjectiveformulationtechniquehasbeenappliedto
bothaclassicalthreebar trussproblemandaHSCTsonicboomminimizationproblem.The threebar

trussproblemhasbeenchosento demonstratetheeffectivenessof themethodby comparingit to a

known optimizationproblem. The use of the techniqueon the HSCT problem shows the
effectivenessof the enhancedK-S methodon a complexmodemday aerospaceapplication. The

HSCTproblemhascompetingdesigncriteriathatmustbeoptimized. Onesuchcaseis theapparent
conflict betweenthe designrequirementsfor improvedaerodynamicperformanceand bettersonic

boomcharacteristicsof theairframe. For example,minimumlift to drag ratio (CD/CL) requires a

slender forebody whereas minimum sonic boom designs usually have blunt forebodies. The

following sections briefly outline the enhanced K-S function technique that has been implemented in

the present work and the two problems used to demonstrate the procedure. More detailed information

about the problems and the K-S approach can be found in the cited references.

Multiobjeetive Optimization

A general multiobjective optimization problem is,

Minimize/Maximize F_(_) i = 1, 2 ..... NF

subject to gj(_) < 0 j = 1, 2 ..... NC

_u <--_ <- _u

(objective functions)

(inequality constraints)

(side constraints)

where _ is the design variable vector, F_(_) is the vector of objective functions, gj(_) is the vector of

constraints, NF is the number of objective functions to be optimized, and NC is the number of

constraints imposed on the design optimization. The subscripts L and U denote lower and upper

bounds, respectively, on the design variable vector. This is the general format of all the optimization

problems addressed in the present work and the multiobjective method chosen to address this type of

problem here is the K-S function approach [1 ].



Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (K-S) Function Technique

In the K-S function approach [1], the original objective functions are transformed into reduced

or normalized objective functions [2]. Depending on whether these functions are to be minimized or

maximized, they can be expressed as,

fi(_)- Fi(_) 1.0-gma x < 0,

Fi 0

where

i = 1, ..., NF (minimization)

t'i(_) = 1.0 Fi(_) gmax < 0,

Fi0
i = 1..... NF (maximization)

Fi0 represents the value of the original objective function corresponding to the current

reference design variable vector for a given optimization cycle, and F i is the value of the original

objective function which is dependent on the design variable vector. Fi0 is constant during a given

optimization cycle, gmax is the largest value of the original constraint vector at the current reference

point and is held constant during each iteration (cycle). Since the reduced objective functions are

analogous to the original constraints, a new constraint vector fm(_), m = 1, 2 ..... M, where M =

NC + NF, is introduced. The first NC elements of fm are the original constraints and the next NF

elements are the reduced objective functions. The original constrained optimization problem with

multiple objective functions is thus transformed into a single-objective, unconstrained minimization

problem. Now the problem is to minimize the K-S function, FKS (_), defined as

M

FKS (_) = fmax+ lloge --ZeP(fm(_)_fmax )
9

m=l

where fmax is the largest constraint corresponding to the new constraint vector fm(_) (in general not

equal to gmax )" When the original constraints are satisfied during optimization, the constraints due to

the reduced objective functions are violated. Initially, in an infeasible design space, where the original

constraints are violated, the constraints due to the reduced objective functions are satisfied (i.e., gmax

is negative). The optimizer attempts to satisfy the violated constraints, thus optimizing the original

objective functions (Fi).

The parameter 9, which is analogous to the draw-down factor of penalty function formulation,

controls the distance from the surface of the K-S envelope to the surface of the maximum constraint

function. When 9 is large, the K-S function will closely follow the surface of the largest constraint



functionandwhenp is small, theK-S functionwill includecontributionsfrom all constraints.The

new unconstrainedminimizationproblemcanbe solvedby using a varietyof techniques. In the

presentwork, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno(BFGS) algorithm [5] hasbeenused. This

algorithmapproximatestheinverseof theHessianof thecompositeobjectivefunctionusinga rank-

two updateandguaranteesboth symmetryandpositivedefinitecharacteristicsof theupdatedinverse

Hessianmatrix. The K-S formulationcoupledwith the BFGS algorithmhas been successfully

appliedto avarietyof aerospacedesignapplications[2-4].

Therole playedby 9 in the implementation of the K-S function formulation is illustrated in

Figs. 1-2 for an optimization problem with two objective functions to be minimized and one

constraint. The objective functions and the constraint are functions of a single design variable, q_ (an

initial design point of q_o = 0.5 is used). Initially, the constraint is satisfied and, therefore, gmax is

negative. The original constraint and the two additional constraints from the two reduced objective

functions are shown in Fig. 2 along with the K-S function envelopes for two different values of 9.

For p= 1, the K-S function includes equal contributions from all the three constraints. For the larger

value of p=3, the K-S function gets a stronger contribution from the largest constraint and weaker

contributions from the other two. Thus large values of p "draw down" the K-S function closer to the

largest constraint. The value of p may change from cycle to cycle in the optimization process. In a

typical application, it is progressively increased so that as the optimization proceeds the K-S function

more closely represents only the largest constraint.

Enhanced K-S Function Technique

As mentioned above, the main focus of the present work has been to enhance the K-S

approach in such a way as to enable the ability to emphasize specific objective functions during the

design optimization process. This gives the designer the option and ability to focus the design on

specific areas of concern (especially in component designs). Towards this end, the reduced objective

functions have been modified to allow relative weighting of specific design criteria. This is achieved

by incorporating a vector of weight factors _i (i = 1, 2 ..... NF) in the K-S envelope [6] as shown

below.

fi(O) -- I_iFi(O) _i-gmax i - 1 ..... NF

Fio

The total number of weight factors is equal to the number of objective functions. The relative

magnitudes of [_ will help to emphasize specific objective functions in the overall optimization

5



process.Theweight factors([_i) are positive numbers the numerical values of which are dictated by

the specific application. The original unweighted K-S formulation is recovered if [3_= 1.

In the present work, two different methods of weighting have been investigated. The first one

(Type A) involves assigning positive integer values larger than unity as the weight factor for the

objective function to be emphasized, while assigning a weight factor of unity to all other objective

functions. In the second approach (Type B), unity is assigned to be the weight factor for the

emphasized objective function, while assigning a positive value smaller than unity to the remaining

objective functions. In the sections below, the following definitions are employed to identify the two

methods described above.

Type A : Weight factors for emphasized objective functions are positive integer value larger than

unity, while all other weight factors are assigned a value of unity.

Type B : Weight factor for emphasized objective function is unity, while all other weight factors

take on values less than unity.

Results and Discussion

In multidisciplinary optimization problems involving complex analyses (such as the HSCT

problem addressed here), competing design attributes are almost always present. This usually leads

to the requirement that multiple design objectives be included simultaneously in the optimization

process and a procedure capable of addressing multiple objective functions and constraints be used.

All the problems chosen in the present work to demonstrate the enhanced optimization procedure

involve objective functions that impose conflicting design requirements. Two different problems have

been chosen to demonstrate the enhanced K-S formulation. The first is a classical three bar truss

problem with two objective functions and six constraints and the second is the HSCT airframe design

problem for improved aerodynamic performance and sonic boom characteristics which involves three

objective functions, three constraints, and six design variables. The number of design variables and

constraints have been kept to a minimum here since the primary aim of the work is to demonstrate the

enhanced procedure as well the computational implementation of the procedure in a complex design

problem.

Three-Bar Truss Problem

The first application of the enhanced K-S function is a classical three bar truss problem [ 1]. A

modified version of the three bar truss problem used to demonstrate the original K-S formulation [1]

has been chosen. A schematic of the problem is shown in Figure 3. The two outside bars of the truss

are made of steel, and the middle bar is made of titanium. Two loads are applied as shown. The

material properties and costs of the truss are also shown on the figure. The objective is to minimize

both the weight and the cost of the truss. The optimization problem is as follows.

Minimize



Weightof the3-Bartruss,W
Costof the 3-Bartruss,C

subjectto

Sct<S i<Sy t, i=1-3

Thereare two objective functions, six constraints,and two designvariablesin the optimization

problem. Thedesignvariablesarethecrosssectionalareasof thetrussmembers,A 1andA2, (Figure

3) which arerequiredto be greaterthan0.001 squareinches. Therearethreeconstraintson the

tensileloadsandthreeon thecompressiveloads. Sincetitaniumis lighter thansteel, the minimum

weightdesignis expectedto havea largertitaniumcentermemberandsmallersteeloutermembers.
The minimum cost design would have a smallertitanium centermemberand larger steel outer

memberssincesteelis cheaperthantitanium.Theseconflictingdesigncriteriamakethis problema

goodcandidatefor demonstratingtheenhancedK-S technique.
Preliminaryoptimizationwascarriedout for thefollowingthreecases(Figs.4-5):

a) Singleobjective,weightminimization("weightonly")

b) Singleobjective,costminimization("costonly")

c) Multiobjective,unweightedoptimization("(1,1)").
Theseareusedasreferencecasesfor comparisonwith theresultsof theenhancedoptimization. The

expectedtrendsof weightandcostvariationsareseen. Also, Fig. 5 indicatesthattheminimumcost

criteriais thecritical onein this optimizationproblem. Theresultsobtainedby using the enhanced

multiobjectiveoptimizationprocesson the3-BarTrussProblemarepresentedin Figures6-9. In the

figures, the weight factor set (5,1) meansthat the first objectivefunction (weight) has receiveda
weightfactorof 5 while thesecond(cost)hasaweightof 1 leadingto increasedemphasison thefirst

objectivefunction during the optimizationprocess. The unweightedK-S formulationis recovered

whenaweight factorcombinationof (1,1)is applied.
Figures6-7 show theresultsof weightingthefirst objectivefunction(weight)usingType A

weight factors. Weight factors of 2, 5, 10, and 100 relativeto the cost havebeen chosento
emphasizetheminimumweightcriterionhere. Theresultsshow thattheenhancedK-S approachis

effectivein emphasizingaspecificobjectivein themultiobjectiveoptimizationproblem.-For example,

whentheweightof thetrussis emphasized(Fig.6), thedecreasein weightwith increasingemphasis

(weightfactorvariesfrom 1to 10)is seen.While usingTypeA weight factors,it is apparentthatthe

magnitudeof theweight factormaybeboundedfor thespecificproblemat hand. This is seen by

comparingtheresultsof weight factorsets(10,1)and(100,1)which implies thatin the multiobjective

optimizationprocess,all theobjectivesimpacttheform of theoptimumdesignevenif oneof themis

being emphasizedmore in comparisonwith the rest. The effectof the weightingon the design

variablesis shownin Table 1. Figures8-9showtheresultsof theTypeB weightfactorsbeingused



to emphasizetheweight. Fromthetableandthefigures,it is apparentthattheTypeB weight factors

did havetheexpectedeffect,howeverit tookafairly smallweightfactorto achieveit.
The numericalvalue of the weight factor(s) dependson the specific applicationbeing

addressed.User input andexperiencethusareimportantfactorsin the optimizationprocess. The

changein theobjectivefunctionwith increasingweightfactorisnonlinear.Thatis, avery largevalue

of theweightfactordoesnotalwaysleadto thelowestvalueof theobjectivefunction. The reasonfor

thatmaybethatavery largeweightfactormayhavetheeffectof forcing thedesigninto the infeasible

domainleadingto infeasibledesigns. For the presentproblem, it appearsthat the Type B weight

factorsarepreferablebecausetheycanachievethedesiredeffect(with correctuserinput) in a more

stable(lessnumberof foraysintothe infeasibledesignspace)mannerthantheTypeA factors.

HSCT Sonic Boom Minimization Problem

The second problem addressed in this work is that of a High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)

design for minimum sonic boom and improved aerodynamic performance [4]. Figure 10 illustrates a

typical sonic boom (pressure) signature produced by a supersonic aircraft (wing-body configuration)

at a distance from the aircraft. The two positive pressure peaks are the sonic boom levels that must be

minimized. The first peak (Apmax ,) is caused by the bow shock associated the nose of the aircraft.

The second peak (Apmax,) is caused primarily by the leading edge of the wing. From an

aerodynamics perspective, a primary objective is to minimize the lift-to-drag ratio (CD/Q). Thus, the

three objective functions to be minimized for the HSCT optimization problem are the two pressure

peaks and the CJC L ratio. This must be accomplished while keeping the lift produced by the aircraft

at a desired level, which is done by imposing upper and lower limits on the C c ( CL. _ & CL,.,° ). A

constraint has also been placed on the wing trailing edge angle to ensure computational stability. The

mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows.

Minimize

Drag to Lift Ratio, CJC L

Over pressure Peaks, Apmax ' , Apmax,.

subject to

CL,°, < C L < CL, _ Lift Constraint

Zt e < rt rad Wing Trailing Edge Constraint
2

_c < _ < _u Side Constraints on Design Variables

In an effort to keep the computational effort low, preliminary computations for optimum forebody

geometry for minimum first pressure peak and minimum Cc/C c were carried out. The forebody

design (the nose length and the maximum radius of the forebody) is frozen at the level prescribed by



this optimum design for the subsequentcomputationsinvolving the wing. Hence, the design
variablesfor the configurationusedfor the presentwork areall associatedwith the wing and its

locationalongthelengthof the aircraft(Figure 11). As a result, only the secondpressurepeak

( Apmax: ) and the Co/C L ratios are the relevant objective functions to be addressed here.

The six design variables chosen for the present study are: the wing root chord (Co), the two

leading edge sweep angles ()_1 & X2), the tip chord (ct), the break length (Xb), and the wing starting

location (Xw). Upper and lower bounds (side constraints) are imposed on these geometric variables

during the optimization process. While the first pressure peak remains an objective function, only the

second pressure peak and the CD/C Lratio have been weighted as part of the enhanced K-S formulation

to expedite the solution procedure. This was done with a view to keep the computational cost and

tumaround time low since the aerodynamic analysis is carried out by a three dimensional Navier-

Stokes solver. The inviscid flow field for the wing-body geometry has been evaluated using the flow

solver UPS3D [7] that utilizes the three dimensional Parabolized Navier Stokes (PNS) equations. An

extrapolation technique [8], has been used to obtain the sonic boom signatures from the flow field

pressure data in the present work.

For the weighting factors of the enhanced K-S formulation, the order of the objective functions

(Fi) is: CD/C L (i = 1) is first and then the first and second pressure peaks (i = 2, 3). Thus, a (5,1,1)

weight factor set indicates that Calf L is weighted by a factor of 5 relative to (Apmax)l and (Apmax)2. In

the results presented here, the subscript "ref" indicates the configuration before the optimization

process begins. As mentioned before, only the first and third objective functions (CJC L , Apmax: )

have been assigned weighting factors. The optimum results presented here correspond to those

obtained at the end of 30 optimization cycles.

The sensitivity analysis for the HSCT application was carried out using a finite difference

approach where the design variables are perturbed by a prescribed amount and the CFD solver is used

repeatedly on the "perturbed" configurations [6]. The results from the perturbed and unperturbed

configurations are then used for calculating the sensitivities. This approach has its inherent accuracy

problems in addition to the large computational time associated with the three dimensional CFD

solver. Also, the two-point exponential approximation technique [9] used to advance from cycle to

cycle may give rise to deviations from a true design point. Such deviations and errors may sometimes

be magnified if the problem being addressed (e.g. HSCT) is complex involving large analysis tools.

The results of the present section should be viewed with these considerations as a backdrop.

Figures 12-13 show the effect of the weight factors on the objective functions. The optimum

solutions (after 30 cycles) obtained for unweighted ((1,1,1)), CJCL-emphasized ((10,1,1) and

(1,0.1,0.1)) and (Apmax)2-emphasized ((1,1,10) and (0.1,0.1,1)) are compared along with the



referencevaluesof theobjectivefunctionsof interest(CJCLand (Apmax)2). Tables 2-3 also contain

the minimum values achieved for CJC L and (Apmax)2 for each weight factor set. Also shown in the

tables are the corresponding design variables for these cases and the corresponding number of

optimization cycles.

Figure 12 and Table 2 present the results for the case where minimum Ct/C L is the primary

focus and the results show the effectiveness of weight factors in emphasizing specific design

objective(s) in a multiobjective design optimization problem. The weight factor sets that emphasized

CD/C L achieve a lower CJC L than the unweighted case, and the weight factor sets that emphasize

(Apex) 2 have a larger minimum CJC L than the unweighted case. Figure 13 and Table 3 show that all

the weight factor sets achieved lower values for (Apm_x)2 than the unweighted case. The lowest

minimum was found with the Type A weight factor set that was designed to emphasize Ct/C L. It

must be noted that this set did in fact achieve the results desired for emphasizing CJC L. The main

reason for the occurrence of the lower value of (Apmax) 2 here could be that the optimization

formulation tends to favor the objective function with the lowest value ((Apm_x)2 here) [6]. This can

also be seen from the data presented in Tables 2-3. Also, there is another important observation to be

made here. Even though the weighting of a single objective function in relation to the others might

seem to imply a "single objective" optimization problem, the truly multiobjective nature of the

complex problem is evident in these results. The pressure signatures associated with the minimum

(Apm_x)2 cases are shown in Figure 14. The variations in the second pressure peak can be seen.

One of the key issues to be addressed in the enhanced K-S function procedure is the proper

choice of weight factors. In the present work, two types (Type A and Type B) have been examined.

Type B weight factors consistently were more robust than Type A weight factors in arriving at the

optimum values for the specified objective functions in this problems as well as the previous (three-

bar truss) one. Based on the results obtained in this study, Type B weight factors are recommended

to be used with the developed procedure. However, a more detailed study of the appropriate form

(such as a normalized set of weight factors) of the weight factors and their effect on the optimization

process in general is necessary.

Conclusions

The primary goal of the present work has been to enhance the multiobjective K-S function

based optimization procedure by adding the capability of selectively emphasizing specific objective

functions. This has been achieved by incorporating weight factors for the objective functions. These

weight factors allow a designer to take advantage of the characteristics of the original K-S formulation

while retaining the ability to emphasize selected area(s) of the design. The effectiveness of the weight

10



factorshas beendemonstratedon two very different problems. The calculationsshow that the

enhancedmultiobjectiveformulationis suitablefor a widespectrumof design(aerospaceand other)

problems,especiallyin multidisciplinarydesignswhereconflictingdesignrequirementsmay exist.

The associatedproblemof the appropriateform of weight factors(relativemagnitudes)to be used

with the optimizationprocedurealso hasbeenaddressed.It is concludedthat amongthe various

forms employedin thepresentwork, theTypeB weightfactors,wherethemaximumvalueof _ is

1.0,will leadto arobustoptimizationprocess.Also, thesuitabilityof theprocedure(enhancedK-S

function technique)in the modemdesignenvironmenthas beendemonstratedon the complex

multidisciplinary, multiobjectivedesign optimizationproblemassociatedwith the HSCT design

problem. It mustbe reiteratedherethat the K-S function formulationhasbeenchosendue to its

ability to addressmultipledesignobjectivessimultaneouslyin thedesignoptimizationprocessandthe

primary aimof thepresentwork hasbeento enhancethetechniqueand demonstrateit for practical

designapplications.
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Table1. Effectof WeightFactorsonDesignVariables

WeightFactorSets [ A1 (in") I A2 (in")
(1,1) 0.555 0.001

(2,1) 0.505 0.001

(5,1) 0.477 0.001

(10,1) 0.455 O.O01

(100,1) 0.442 0.318

(1,0.5) 0.555 0.001

(1,0.2) 0.555 0.001

(1,0.1) 0.555 0.001

(1,0.01) 0.453 0.347

Table2. MinimumCD/CLfor weightfactorsets.

ref (1,1,1) (10,1,1) (1,0.1,0.1) (1,1,10) (0.1,0.1,1)

EI(deg)

_.2(deg)

Co(m)
c,(m)

Xb(m)

xw(m)

CD/CL

(Apmax)2

cycle

70.46 72.86 74.50 72.84 72.32 72.51

52.42 51.43 52.87 50.50 50.81 50.58

7.81 8.29 8.67 8.30 7.96 7.86

1.5776 1.3510 1.2666 1.2632 1.3165 1.2400

11.99 12.51 13.00 12.39 12.36 12.30

7.80 7.56 7.71 7.27 7.62 7.66

0.11196 0.11049 0.I 1028 0.11016 0.11075 0.11077

(-1.3%) (-1.5%) (-1.6%) (-1.1%) (-1.1%)

0.05206 0.04700 0.04336 0.04735 0.04680 0.04551

(-9.7%) (-17.2%) (-9.0%) (-10.1) (-12.6)

29 28 27 18 27-
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Table 3. Minimum (Apmax)2 for weight factor sets.

ref (1,1,1) (10,1,1) (1,0.1,0.1) (1,1,10) (O.t,O.l,l)

Kt (deg)

K,2_(deg)

Co(m)

ct(m)

xb(m)

xw(m)

CD/CL

(Apmax)2

cycle

70.46 73.59 74.50 73.76 73.01 73.23

52.42 51.95 52.35 50.25 50.25 50.25

7.81 8.21 8.59 8.22 7.80 7.94

1.5776 1.3375 1.2794 1.2400 1.2400 1.2400

11.99 12.39 12.87 12.34 12.25 12.42

7.80 7.64 7.63 7.31 7.69 7.74

0.11196 0.11086 0.11035 0.11032 0.11100 0.11092

(-1.0%) (-1.4%) (-1.5%) (-0.9%) (-0.9%)

0.05206 0.04442 0.04285 0.04428 0.04428 0.04391

(-14.7%) (-17.7%) (-14.9%) (-15.0) (-15.7)

- 30 27 30 29 30
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